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Abstract: In the design process, design changes are unavoidable due to the need to meet customers’ 

requirements and support future change through technology development. Although components 

are supposed to be renewed within existing designs, these changes can propagate into other parts 

due to their interfaces. Propagation makes it difficult for a designer to identify these changes. This 

study aimed to introduce the integration matrix (I-DSM), an approach to the design of mechatronic 

products that involves determining changes in existing products with an axiomatic design. Reverse 

zigzagging was used to break down the entire product to its lowest level. A design matrix (DM) was 

constructed and then transformed into a design structure matrix (DSM). The I-DSM consists of three 

layers: information technology, electrical technology, and mechanical technology. The breadth-first 

search (BFS) method was employed to ascertain the change propagation path in order to consider 

it. After this, the changing workload was analyzed, and the decision-making process was used to 

determine the best possible option. Finally, an automatic guided vehicle was used in a case study to 

demonstrate the use of this methodology by showing how changes in a product can affect it and 

how a designer can prioritize activities. 

Keywords: engineering change; axiomatic design; design structure matrix; breadth-first search; 

change propagation; change decision; entropy method; decision making 

 

1. Introduction 

In engineering design, a change occurs at every stage of a product’s life cycle and 

development process. A design change may be initiated for many reasons, such as to im-

prove a design, to support customers’ needs, to innovative technology development, to 

respond to legal and regulatory policy changes, and the pressure of competitiveness. In 

addition, the terms of the business process should provide new products and support 

after-sale and maintenance services, which include repairing, retrofitting, and renew-

ing/renovating, in order to extend the lifetime of a product, because products become ob-

solete over time [1]. These are seen as challenges for the engineering designer, who must 

manage these changes as much as possible, including customer needs, product specifica-

tions, functioning, and the component aspects of an assembly. This implies that the initial 

design should adapt to accommodate new changes. 

Regardless of the scope of the change, an engineering change (EC) is defined in [2] 

as a modification of components, drawings, or software that has already been made public 

during the product design process. The scope of the change can vary from minor adjust-

ments to a single component to significant changes impacting the entire product. Simi-

larly, in [3], it was pointed out that one of the crucial characteristics of design change is 

that it propagates. Such propagation can be challenging to predict, diagnose, and evalu-

ate. This is particularly true if the design consists of numerous components, if the design 
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concerns are tightly integrated, and/or if the design knowledge is dispersed among vari-

ous specialists or organizations. 

Various scholars have created methods for change propagation analysis (CPA) to as-

sist with change management. As seen in [3], there are currently several methodologies 

and models. When determining the effects of a design change, the authors highlighted a 

significant problem. Due to the issue of change propagation analysis, which may enhance 

the improvement of designs with respect to future potential modifications, it is likely that 

other elements of a design will also need to be improved in order for them to continue to 

function when one of them is updated [4]. Designers can find change propagation in com-

plex products through the methods proposed by many researchers [5–7]. Furthermore, 

design change propagation analysis [5,8], change effect evaluation [9,10], and design 

change routing [11–13] are the key research methodologies used in the field of design 

management. These studies, however, place a significant focus on an integrated approach; 

a product’s structural characteristics should be considered when assessing how compo-

nents and change propagation paths relate to one another. 

Based on this issue, the identification and evaluation of change propagation paths 

were proposed in this study to support the improvement of designs and support technol-

ogy evolution. To achieve the objectives of this study, the types of interface relationships 

between the components were defined. We also identified the change propagation path 

and determined how it directly impacts the entire system by evaluating the change work-

loads and ranking them. 

As already indicated, this article’s aim was to present an approach that can be used 

to overcome the following issues and difficulties: 

(1) By modeling the structure of a current product, it is possible to assist in design pro-

gression and design improvements. The difficulty is that the new design or compo-

nent must satisfy the current function and be compatible with minimal effects. 

(2) There are extensive and intricate relationships between a mechatronic product’s com-

ponents due to the complex structure of mechatronic systems. These characteristics 

make it easier to quantify the interactions between the components and systemati-

cally develop mathematical models for mechatronic products. 

(3) Identifying a change propagation path is difficult since a mechatronic system com-

prises many different designs, and any modification to one of them will affect the 

others. Therefore, the process must be straightforward so that this can be taken into 

consideration. 

(4) With the guidance of activities from changing paths, a designer may analyze each 

path that must be identified and choose which path requires more work. 

This article is organized as follows: Section 2 presents the related methods and re-

search. In Section 3, the methodology is proposed. Section 4 illustrates the methodology 

of the case study. Finally, in Section 5, the conclusions and future work are presented. 

2. Related Methods and Research 

2.1. Mechatronic Systems 

Since the late 1950s, system engineering has been promoted as a multidisciplinary 

approach and as a means of enabling successful system connections. Figure 1 illustrates 

how the spiral model and V model, which have frequently been used for system engineer-

ing, are insufficient in supporting technology integration and multidisciplinary perspec-

tives in mechatronic design. System engineering is a method that helps engineers from 

several disciplines to work together to solve the ever-more-difficult problems associated 

with system engineering [14]. However, an applicable specification for the design of 

mechatronic systems is VDI 2206. It incorporates a domain-specific design more method-

ically than the V model. In addition, in this effective collaboration of mechanical engineer-

ing, electrical engineering, and information technology, greater focus has to be placed on 

the links between the subsystems of different design domains. 
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Figure 1. Modeling of mechatronic product investigation. 

To solve mechatronic design challenges, a hierarchical design method is suggested 

by Zheng [14], in which discipline-specific design activities do not need to be integrated 

as a whole on the mechatronic level. In [15], the authors proposed a hierarchical model in 

the design process of a mechatronic system, which is a principal multidomain system us-

ing axiomatic design. It is possible to easily qualify how a product should be constructed 

to eliminate unnecessary iteration loops by analyzing the interconnections of the func-

tional parameters. 

2.2. Axiomatic Design Theory 

The axiomatic design (AD) [16] method proceeds from a high level of abstraction to 

a detailed design element. A prescriptive structure of design hierarchy for the design com-

ponent in each of the four domains—customer, functional, physical, and process—is pro-

duced by these activities of definition and detailing. The declaration of the design strategy 

at a lower level is impacted by the decisions taken at higher levels. To break down the 

design issue, the designer (or design team) follows a procedure wherein they zigzag be-

tween domains. 

The design process is understood as a consecutive mapping between four different 

domains: 

• Customer domain—customer attributes (CAs); 

• Functional domain—functional requirements (FRs); 

• Physical domain—design parameters (DPs); 

• Process domain—process variables (PVs). 

The AD is based on two axioms that include two aspects: (1) the independence axiom, 

which maintains the independence of functional requirements, and (2) the information 

axiom, which minimizes the information content. According to axiom 1, an ideal design 

preserves FR independence and states that changing one DP will satisfy a matching FR 

while having no impact on other FRs. On the other hand, according to AD, a design might 

be coupled (undesirable) or uncoupled (most preferred), depending on the design matrix 

produced through domain mapping. Figure 2 displays the design type, design matrix, 

design equations (X: influence; 0: no influence), and design procedure for the tree design 

characterizations. 

FR and DP mapping are appropriately considered and extensively discussed in this 

study because these types of mapping concentrate on the design phase of a single product. 

Mathematically speaking, FRs and DPs may be described as matrices, and a design matrix 
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can be used to visualize their connection. The following equation illustrates the resulting 

mathematical form: 
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where  A  is the design matrix (DM) that characterizes the design. Generally, each entry 

relates the ith FR to the jth DP. If the ith FR is affected by the jth DP, then 
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value; otherwise, 
ijA  is zero. The matrix structure defines the design type being consid-

ered and is classified into three categories, as described in Figure 2. 
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Figure 2. FR–DP relationships according to the design matrix adapted from [1]. 

The system interaction must be captured and analyzed as early as feasible for project 

management and recommendations, in order to establish a design and development pro-

cess that produces high-quality goods better, quicker, and with lower costs, as suggested 

by [17]. However, AD cannot explain the system interactions for system integration, de-

spite its strength in functional decomposition and mapping. 

2.3. Design Structure Matrix 

The design structure matrix (DSM), also known as the dependency structure matrix, 

has been widely utilized by researchers to express and evaluate complex system models. 

The DSM offers the benefits of clarity and simplicity in depiction. Additionally, it can in-

dicate the essential patterns in system architectures (i.e., design architectures), such as 

modules and cycles, when supported by suitable analysis. Domain-mapping matrices 

(DMMs) and multidomain matrices (MDMs), which have expanded the capabilities and 

uses of matrix-based models of complex systems and provide additional insights, were 

developed more recently as a result of the use of DSMs. In this era of ever-more complex 

projects, goods, processes, organizations, and other systems, such competencies have 

come to be seen as more significant and necessary than previous models [18]. 

A DSM can represent a system architecture regarding the relationships between its 

components—for example, the modeling of- a system is decomposed into subsystems. In-

telligent decomposition or partitioning is essential to managing system complexity [19]. 
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A design structure matrix (DSM) is a system for product design, organizational struc-

ture, and project management. Steward [20] created a DSM with the aim to depict system 

interactions. As mentioned in [21], the individual system elements of a domain are as-

signed to the row and column of a square matrix to form a DSM.  

A DSM is a matrix representation of a directed graph. The graph node corresponds 

to the column and row headings in the matrix, and the arrows correspond to the marks 

inside the matrix. (There are different ways to build a DSM. For a complete description of 

this issue, refer to the DSM website at https://dsmweb.org (accessed on 26 June 2021) 

http://www.DSMweb.org). The example refers to Browning [18]; there is an arrow from 

element 1 to elements 2, 4, 5, and 6, and a mark (such as “X” or “●”) is placed next to row 

element 1 and column elements 2, 4, 5, and 6 (see Figure 3). Generally, diagonal elements 

have no significance and are usually blacked out. 
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Figure 3. Example of relationship DSM, with (a) matrix relation and (b) node link diagram (directed 

graph). 

Furthermore, the authors in [17,22] proposed that the DSM can assist in capturing the 

interactions between system elements. Similarly, the DSM is used to rebuild a process 

utilizing an integration matrix (I-DSM) that connects three layers (management, mechan-

ical features, and control). This methodology can assist designers in analyzing the existing 

solutions and thus direct them toward design solutions [23]. 

Multiview feature modeling cannot enable product views and consistency manage-

ment for company-level partnerships in which different product data might be utilized 

for product data views. Consequently, studies on EC management for complex engineer-

ing domains [2, 5, 24] have proposed a design structure matrix and network representa-

tion to preserve the constraints between nongeometric characteristics. Both techniques, 

however, exclude ECs as a change propagation pathway for consistency maintenance. 

As mentioned above, the authors [17,22] proposed a transformation of the DM to 

DSM that can be described as the following steps: 

(1) In each row of the DM, choose the dominant entry (X0 in DM); 

(2) Construct a composite matrix (CM) to describe the equation relationship between 

FRs and DPs; 

(3) To obtain the derived DSM, permute the CM by rearranging the rows and columns 

so that all dominating entries appear on the major diagonal. Such a conversion pro-

cedure is illustrated by the straightforward example in Figure 4. 
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Figure 4. Conversion of DM to DSM. 

2.4. Networks and Graphs 

A graph mainly consists of directed or undirected nodes and edges. Nodes are enti-

ties, while edges simulate different types of relationships. Graph nodes are commonly 

regarded equally, which means that a system is highly abstract, and this is shown to be a 

significant issue in engineering applications. In this paper, a combination of a network 

and a matrix technique is demonstrated [25]. 

However, graphic techniques show advantages in viewing, statistical analysis, archi-

tectural properties, and big data. Furthermore, when different fields are considered in a 

graph, the level of detail and the potential explicative power of the model can be in-

creased. In order to show the user patterns and other insights, however, better network 

visualization techniques are required. 

Plehn [25] described the adjacency matrix A for a graph G = (V; E) comprising a set 

of nodes V, and a set of edges E has the property A(i, j) = 1; if there is an edge eij ∈ E, linking 

nodes vi, vj ∈ V; otherwise, it is zero, as shown in the example in Figure 5. 
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Figure 5. Adjacency matrix A and directed graph G = (V, E). 

2.5. Breadth-First Graph Traversal 

Breadth-first search (BFS) is a graph traversal technique invented by MOORE (1959). 

From the definition of graph theory, G (V, E) has vertices (V) and edge (E), and all the 

nodes within the distance (d) or weight (w) edge traversal of the root node s are accessed.  

This indicates that the traversal starts with any vertex, and we visit every adjacent vertex 

of this node. Then, if this vertex has already been visited but is adjacent, we visit all adja-

cent vertices first. This is repeated until every vertex has been reached. BFS implementa-

tions generally employ queues to determine which nodes should be visited next, as shown 

in the example in Figure 6. Moreover, the pseudo-code for BFS can be found in the original 

work by Plehn [25]. 

Plehn [25] introduced BFS, before the basic idea of the CISGA was applied to discuss 

node visiting and propagation priority rules for the specification of change propagation 

behavior, as shown in the example in Figure 6. 
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Figure 6. Illustration of breadth-first graph traversal [25]. 

2.6. EM–TOPSIS 

The multicriteria decision matrix (MCDM) method includes several techniques, one 

of which is the technique for order preference by similarity to the ideal solution (TOPSIS). 

TOPSIS attempts to rank the alternatives by calculating their distances (Euclidean dis-

tance) from the ideal and the opposite ideal solutions and then selects the best option with 

the shortest distance from the ideal solution and the highest distance from the opposite 

ideal solution. Therefore, the selection of attribute weights is a requirement when using 

TOPSIS. The analytic hierarchy process (AHP), the entropy method (EM), the deviation 

maximization method, the best–worst method, the variation coefficient method, etc., are 

a few methods that can be used to determine weights. 

The entropy method (EM), also referred to as the entropy weight method (EWM) or 

Shannon entropy, is frequently used in a variety of research fields associated with TOPSIS 

[26–29], to make decisions or assess information, such as risk analysis, the evaluation of 

public blockchains, product design, performance evaluation of innovations, and real es-

tate investment choices. The concept of EWM transforms the information data or alterna-

tive/criterion data considered in the quantitative ideal. It is established that the entropy 

weight index represents a value between 0 and 1 referring to the information data.  

Hence, in this study, we used the EWM and TOPSIS to identify the best option be-

cause they are easy to calculate and do not require preferences to be taken into account. 

To calculate the weight, only objective data were needed; the calculation steps of EM–

TOPSIS are provided in Section 3.2.3 (d). 

3. Methodology 

According to the aforementioned approach, the general demand is divided into in-

dividual requirements that correspond to each lower requirement and are followed by the 

operational subsystem in the functional domain. This consists of a mechanical layer that 

represents the requirements and solutions of a mechanical system. As indicated in Figure 

7, the electrical layer represents the requirements and solutions of the electrical system, 

and the information technology layer represents the requirements and solutions of the 

information system. Furthermore, there is an interrelationship among components at each 

layer between the sub-solutions and the sub-requirements. 
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Figure 7. The mechatronic system’s decomposition and the interrelationships of components. 

From previous works, the AD, DSM, and design constraints were applied in the re-

design process. This process helps the designer to analyze the elements that affect the 

changes in product design. The DPs, FRs, and their relationships leading to the identifica-

tion of constraints were used for the redesign process, and axiom design constraints were 

also used. The constraints regulate the restructuring of the components that need to be 

amended to meet the new requirements. There needs to be evidence that the redesign 

process can thoroughly visualize the interaction between the components and change 

propagation. 

According to research, the system of mechatronic products should be divided into 

sublayers and components with respect to the mechatronic discipline. It comprises sys-

tems for information technology, electronics, and mechanical components. Figure 8 illus-

trates how each subsystem is defined and constructed independently of the others, but, 

nevertheless, all subsystems must collaborate as a whole. 
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Figure 8. Four domains of AD and sublayers following the mechatronic discipline. 

However, the I-DSM is not simple, compared with other technical developments, and 

this is a fundamental challenge. A method must be developed to satisfy the new cus-

tomer’s demand while maintaining compatibility with the current system. As a result, it 

is necessary to analyze an existing product’s components in order to consider whether to 

update it. 

This research methodology aimed to track the impact of change in mechatronic prod-

ucts from an existing product by applying AD and DSM to the integrated design matrix 
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that was converted to I-DSM. Then, BFS was used to identify the change propagation path 

and analyze the initial components to change in the current product. The procedures are 

shown in Figure 9. 
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Figure 9. The framework of the proposed methodology. 

3.1. Analyzing the Relationships of Existing Design 

In an existing design, the relationships between components are typically established 

based on their roles, structures, and other properties. Exploring the functional and struc-

tural relationships between components and creating an accurate network model are cru-

cial steps before optimizing a change propagation path, because, when a component’s 

change parameter exceeds the tolerance of a structural or functional parameter, the adja-

cent nodes will also change, which is known as change propagation.  

3.1.1. Decomposition of Existing Design 

This approach was used to analyze and comprehend the structure of a current prod-

uct in accordance with the axiomatic design theory [16]. The goal of a redesign process is 

expressed in terms of its functional requirements (FRs), and this is the main emphasis of 

axiomatic design. The distinguishing features of this approach include design parameters 

(DPs), the design matrix, and the breakdown. To meet the FRs, a designer determines the 

DPs (solutions). The most important aspect to note is that the decision regarding DPs to 

satisfy the FRs is guided by the axiomatic design process. 

The connections between FRs and DPs are represented by design matrices. The de-

gree of decomposition determines whether more decomposition to a higher level of FRs 

and DPs is required. Identifying the complex system is a straightforward approach. The 

highest level of the functional structure's abstraction should be followed when determin-

ing the design solution, and when higher levels of DP and FR links are broken down to 

the lowest level, the design solution should be identified. The decision regarding which 

subsystem or component implements this function will then be established by using a 

design matrix at the relevant level of abstraction. 

Furthermore, Janthong [1] presented reverse zigzagging as an approach allowing a 

novice designer to examine and grasp the design rationale of an existing product. This 

method was developed by breaking down the product structure and design hierarchy to 

the lowest level of DP and FR linkages, as shown in Figure 10. 
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Figure 10. Reversing zigzagging method to decompose product structure, as adapted from [1]. 

Consequently, reverse zigzagging was used to divide a mechatronic product into 

three design matrices: the mechanical layer design matrix, the electrical layer design ma-

trix, and the information technology layer design matrix. 

3.1.2. Conversion of DM to DSM 

The horizontal correlations of adjacent domains’ information were recorded in the 

design matrices, with one design matrix for each node of the abstraction structure. The 

design matrix depicted in Figure 3 displays the identical horizontal correlations of two 

neighboring design domains (functional and physical). The correlations of the design ma-

trix need to be determined by the independence axiom (as illustrated in Figure 2). The 

diagonal matrix represents an uncoupled design, which indicates that the elements are 

entirely independent of one another and may be constructed simultaneously. The decou-

pled design is described by a triangular matrix, which signifies that the FRs and DPs are 

not independent of one another, having a series of consequences on the behavior or design 

of one another. When the design matrix is neither triangular nor square, the design be-

comes linked. Any DP sequences in the linked design cannot meet the FRs. To summarize, 

both coupled and decoupled designs meet the independence axiom; however, uncoupled 

designs do not. 

The DSM [20,21] was used to model the integration and connectivity (logical and 

physical) between the design embodiments of the system architecture and to trace the 

effects of this integration on the system’s functionality. Dong suggested obtaining the 

DSM from the axiomatic design theory design matrix [24]. The author demonstrated that 

if the axiomatic design matrix can be analytically defined, and one design parameter (DP) 

is dominant in meeting a certain functional requirement (FR), the triangulated design ma-

trix is identical to the design parameters’ DSM. The researcher used this methodology to 

examine the interconnections between the layers in the integration matrix to promote 

technological evolution in the (re)design of complex products [22]. From the design ma-

trix, each layer was transformed to obtain the design structure matrix. Tang [17] advo-

cated for the use of DSM to improve AD in this regard. 

In this section, the design matrix (DM) at each layer, i.e., the mechanical, electrical, 

and information technology layers, is transformed into DSM by using the principles men-

tioned earlier. Consequently, three DSMs are acquired. To support the design activity, the 

interactions between the design parameters of the three levels must now be identified and 

included in the model. Therefore, we propose a DSM of the mechatronic system that 
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depicts DSM interactions at each demand level and across levels. Then, the effects of de-

sign changes are determined and summarized. 

3.1.3. Construct Integration Matrix (Coherency Matrix) 

The integration matrix is constructed using the three sub-DSMs. Figure 11 shows that 

the m-DSM, e-DSM, and it-DSM are placed on the diagonal of the integration matrix. The 

integration matrix is a nine-sector matrix, with the DSMs filling in only three diagonals. 

In most situations, particularly in industrial products, the interactions between levels fol-

low the hierarchy of the technological level. As a result, the linkages may be characterized 

by four sectors.  

To organize the sub-DSMs in an integration matrix into an integration matrix with a 

connecting matrix, {A}, {B}, {C}, and {D} are used to represent the mechanical, electronic, 

and information technology layers, respectively. The submatrices {A}, {B}, {C}, and {D} are 

generated by identifying the relationships between the design parameters (DPs) across 

layers or domains. The mechanical layer provides input to the electrical layer, represented 

by submatrix {A}, and the electronic layer then gives input to the information layer, rep-

resented by submatrix {B}. The information layer provides feedback to the electrical layer 

in submatrix {C}, and the electronic layer provides feedback to the mechanical layer in 

submatrix {D}. 

Finally, Figure 11 depicts a multilayer product in the integration matrix, including a 

symmetric alignment of components on the axes and element groups of distinct layers. 

The integration matrix depicts the links between system components in a compact matrix 

representation of the system, allowing the visualization of interdependencies and inter-

connections and assisting in the exploration of the demands for information exchange. 

The matrix includes a list of all the interface types for each layer and the relevant infor-

mation exchange and dependence qualification. 
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Figure 11. The integration matrix (I-DSM), adapted from [22]. 

To define the adjacency matrix, the I-DSM is unweighted. Thus, the I-DSM is repre-

sented as a binary matrix x, called an adjacency matrix, with all the components. 

1,  if i and j are connected,

0,  otherwise                      
ijx


= 


 (4) 
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Thus, the adjacency matrix of the sample network is  

11 1

1

n

m mn m n

x x

x

x x


 
 

=  
 
 

 (5) 

Nevertheless, to define the interface types [30, 31], accurate definitions of interface 

types and their importance are fundamental for an accurate understanding of the prod-

uct’s architecture (coherency matrix). The interface type also affects the determination of 

the impact of design dependency. Moreover, Janthong [22] introduced a method to con-

sider the design integration between layers and developed a scheme for the systematic 

identification of the interface type with four essential types of interaction between the el-

ements from Pimmler and Eppinger [21], which include spatial, energy, information, and 

material components. 

Therefore, in this work, we applied the classification of interface types from [30]. 

They classified the interface into six different types of interfaces: (1) attachment, (2) spatial, 

(3) power, (4) control and communication, (5) transfer, and (6) field. The definitions of the 

different types of interfaces are described in Table 1. 

When attempting to measure design dependency, it becomes apparent that not all 

connections have the same intensity, and, as a result, not all connections have the same 

degree of design reliance. In order to determine the intensity of design dependencies uti-

lizing the connection data from an I-DSM, we employed the idea that connections become 

more complicated as the number of connections between two components rises. The 

Weighted Complexity Score (WCS) was used to determine the relative strength of the 

links between components [31]. Each interface type was permitted to have a distinct 

weight due to the purpose measure. Equation (6) contains the resultant WCS formulation. 

Table 1. Definition of interface types. 

Interface Type Notation Definition of Interface Type 

Attachment A 
A specific type of connector is needed for the structural connections between 

two components (e.g., bolts, screws, and rivets) 

Spatial S 
Constraints relating to a component’s geometry and location in relation to 

other components 

Power P 
Contrary to the communications and control interface, the electrical connection 

between the two components 

Control and 

communica-

tion 

C 
Communication or control of one component’s state by another component 

through the exchange of signals or information between two components 

Transfer T 
The flow of materials or power between components (e.g., water flow in a cof-

fee maker, transfer of motion such as torque) 

Field F 
The interaction between two components in which one component can gener-

ate heat, vibration, or magnetic field 

 

1 2 3 4 5 62 3 4 5 6i i i i i iWCS n n n n n n= + + + + +  (6) 

where n1, n2, n3, etc., represent the total number of interface types at complexity levels 1, 

2, 3, etc., respectively. 

When the quantity of interface types at complexity level 2, n2, is multiplied by 2, the 

result is 2, which results in a value of WCS of 4. However, this strategy involves the as-

sumption that all different interface types have equal value (e.g., an attachment interface 

is as complex as the quantity of fasteners’ interface). The assumption is to identify the 

interface type but not assess the direction inside the system. 
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3.2. Evaluation of Change Propagation Path 

Based on the associations between components (attachment, spatial, power, commu-

nication, transfer, and field), in this section, single-view networks are explained. The WCS 

then determines the network difference, edge weight, and direction of each single-view 

network in order to search for the change propagation path and determine the changing 

workload in the best possible way. 

3.2.1. Construction of Network Model  

As indicated in the previous section, the network model is applied from [32], in which 

each of the n components that compose the I-DSM is considered a set of vertices in the 

network model, and the set of vertices V = {v1, v2, …, vn}, where vi is the ith part. In addition, 

a set of edges is E = {ei1, ei2, …, ein}, where eij denotes the connection between part vi and 

part vj. Finally, W = {wi1, wi2, …, win} are the real numbers weighted to the connections, 

where wij indicates the WCS between part vi and part vj., i.e., wij denotes the weights of 

edge eij. 

Equations (5) and (6) show that wij = WCN*(xij). Equation (7) describes the I-DSM net-

work model. A direction-weighted network appears to be the network of the I-DSM 

model. 

( ), ,pG V E W=  (7) 

3.2.2. Searching All Change Paths 

As mentioned above, the breadth-first search (BFS) algorithm was utilized to deter-

mine the change propagation path. The BFS algorithm performs graph traversal. All the 

nodes accessible from the root vertices s (start node) are visited in a “breadth-first” order; 

that is, all the direct neighbors of s are visited before proceeding to next-level neighbors. 

Thus, in a graph G(V, E, W) with vertices V, edges E, and weighted W, all the nodes within 

the d edge traversals of the root nodes are accessed. 

In this research, BFS defines the change path that the designer should consider while 

changing a component in the current system. 

3.2.3. Qualifying Changing Workload 

For this section, we referred to [33], which demonstrated the quantification of the 

change losses of every path. Hence, we evaluated the “changing workload” as the final 

comprehensive evaluation index to determine what the change path needs to consider 

first. 

For the designer to make decisions, fewer, better solutions are identified from all pos-

sible paths based on an index called the “changing workload”, which is defined as the 

change in all change propagation paths that began searching from the start node. This 

index is composed of three main indicators: the “network change rate”, the “change mag-

nification node rate”, and the “change magnification rate”. It measures the scope and in-

tensity of the influence of change propagation on the network. 

(a) Network change rate (NCR) 

The effect on the size of the network model due to a change in customer needs is 

referred to as the amount of change propagation. The “network change rate (NCR)”—the 

ratio of the edges and nodes that are altered along a single change propagation path to the 

edges and nodes within the overall network—is used to quantify this impact. It is defined 

as follows: 

c c
c

M N
NCR

m n

+
=

+
 (8) 
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where Mc and Nc represent the number of nodes and edges changed to satisfy the require-

ment in a single change propagation path, and m and n are the total number of nodes and 

the total number of edges in the network. 

(b) Change magnification node rate (CMNR) 

The degree of change propagation, which relates to the degree of influence inside the 

network model, is shown by the “change magnification node rate (CMNR)”. The deeper 

the degree of change propagation, the more nodes there are in each change propagation 

path. As a result, the CMNR calculation equation is expressed as follows: 

i
i

total

CPI
CMNR

N
=  (9) 

where CPIi represents the number of the change propagation index of the searching path 

starting node ith, and Ntotal is the total number of nodes implicated in this path. 

The change propagation index determines the component type, i.e., absorber, carrier, 

or multiplier [34]. The only relationship between the change propagation index and the 

number of adjacency nodes is as follows: 

( ) ( )

( ) ( )
out in

i

out in

x i x i
CPI

x i x i

−
=

+
 (10) 

The number of other nodes impacted by node i varies when xout(i), which is an indi-

cation that node i is out-degree. The number of nodes that can influence node i is repre-

sented by xin(i), which is the in-degree of node i. The ability to absorb the impact of change 

is improved with a propagation index that is lower and more inclined toward the ab-

sorber. In contrast, when the CPI increases, it becomes more inclined toward the multi-

plier and has a greater effect on the network’s ability to propagate change. 

(c) Change magnification rate (CMR) 

The “change magnification rate (CMR)” measures the degree of CPI starting nodes; 

namely, it reflects the ability of a change node to propagate to all the nodes in the change 

path. 

In the network, the degree of nodes and node strength are the main factors that de-

termine the CMR. The degree of nodes indicates the number of other nodes directly asso-

ciated with the change node. The larger the number of nodes directly associated with the 

change path, the stronger the node in the changing path; that is, the greater the node 

strength is, the higher the change magnification of the node is. Thus, the calculation of 

CMR is expressed as follows: 

max

( ) ( )in out

i

w i w j
CMR

w

+
=
 

 (11) 

where win(i) denotes the in-degree of node strength, wout(j) denotes the out-degree of node 

strength, and wmax is the largest weight in each change path. 

(d) Output a decision reference 

In estimating the index weights, these approaches may provide different index 

weights for arbitrary reasons. At the same time, objective corresponding weight systems 

rely on the intrinsic data of indexes to generate index weights, which might eliminate hu-

man error and offer more accurate results. 

The “changing workload”, a comprehensive indicator, is obtained in this section us-

ing the entropy weight method (EWM) and the technique for order preference by similar-

ity to the ideal solution (TOPSIS) from [33]. By computing the changing workload, as 

shown in Equations (12)–(23), a list of impacted components is generated, and a suggested 

order of propagation paths is defined using Equation (24). 
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11 12 13

21 22 23

1 2 3

( )ij

m m m

x x x

x x x
A x

x x x

 
 
 = =
 
 
 

 (12) 

the matrix A is a decision matrix (feasible alternative), which includes NCR, CMR, CMNR; 

11 21 1, , , mx x x  are the evaluation criteria, and 
ijx  is the changing workload rating, as 

mentioned above. 

Indices are transformed in a positive direction as follows: 

' 1 ; 1,2, , ; 1,2,3ij ijx x i m j= − = =  (13) 

' 1
; 1,2, , ; 1,2,3ij

ij

x i m j
x

= = =  (14) 

The decision matrix is standardized as follows: 

2

1

; 1,2, ,3; 1,2,3

( )

ij

ij
m

ij

i

x
Z i j

x
=

= = =


 

(15) 

( )

11 12 13

21 22 23

1 2 3

ij

m m m

z z z

z z z
Z z

z z z

 
 
 = =
 
 
 

 (16) 

Entropy value of indices: 

Given that there are m evaluation indexes and n evaluation problems, according to 

the concept of entropy, the entropy’s index Ej is defined as follows: 

1

1
ln ; 1,2,..., ; 1,2,3

ln

m

j ij ij

i

E b b i m j
m =

= − = =  (17) 

where 

1

; 1,2,3
ij

ij m

iji

z
b j

z
=

= =


 (18) 

Weights of the indices: 

3

1

1
; 1, 2, , ; 1, 2,3

(1 )

j

j

jj

E
i m j

E


=

−
= = =

−
 (19) 

1

2

3

0 0

0 0

0 0

W







 
 

=
 
  

 (20) 

The changing workload: 

1 2 3iWP NCR CMR CMNR  = + +  (21) 

Determination of ideal solution: 
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max | 1,2, ,3; 1,2,3

min | 1,2, ,3; 1,2,3

i ij

i ij

H h i j

H h i j

+

−

= = =

= = =

 (22) 

Calculation of the separation measure: 

Each feasible solution’s separation from the ideal solution and the negative ideal so-

lution is measured as 

( )

( )

2

1

2

1

; 1,2,..., ; 1,2,3

; 1,2,..., ; 1,2,3

n

i ij jj

n

i ij jj

d h h i m j

d h h i m j

+ +

=

− −

=

= − = =

= − = =




 (23) 

where 
id +  is the separation from the ideal solution, and 

id −  is the separation from the 

negative ideal solution. 

Calculation of the correlation of each change path: 

;0 1; 1i
i i i

i i

d
C C C

d d

−

+ −
=   =

−
  (24) 

Finally, the optimal positive solution for the evaluation object is identified with the 

correlation of each change path, where Ci is closer to 1. Otherwise, the evaluation object’s 

negative ideal solution is represented by a Ci value nearer to zero. The first change prop-

agation path in the order is hence rather complicated when ranking the value of Ci. To 

change this approach, numerous procedures and additional components are required. 

4. Illustration of the Methodology: A Case Study of an Automatic Guided Vehicle 

(AGV) 

The AGV is a conventional, sophisticated mechatronic system with many different 

types of components and complicated interactions between them. The redesign of the 

AGV is necessary given the upsurge in market demand, customer demands, and support-

ing technological advancements. The integration matrix was employed to analyze the im-

pact of change in an AGV to decrease the redesign complexity and product change diffi-

culties, which satisfied the applicability requirements of the suggested technique in this 

study. The analysis reveals that the entire AGV model is readily impacted by the con-

sumer demand and technology advancement, such as increased battery capacity, in-

creased load capacity, etc., which necessitates the redesign of the AGV to satisfy consum-

ers. Therefore, this section explains the breakdown of the current design, generates the 

integration matrix while also examining the interface type, and assesses which component 

will be most affected by changes. 

4.1. Analyzing the Relationship of Existing Design 

To analyze the current design, an AGV model was first used in association with the 

AD theory. The reverse zigzagging method was used to investigate the relationships be-

tween the DPs and FRs of the developed AGV, as illustrated in Figure 10. Later, as illus-

trated in Figure 11, the DPs, FRs, and interactions of components were organized and 

evolved into the design matrix.  

There were three subsystems that contributed to the existing design of the AGV: a 

mechanical system, an electrical system, and an information technology system. All of the 

systems worked in concert to manage the vehicles used to carry materials in the manufac-

turing environment, which was accomplished through the information technology sys-

tem. To drive the vehicle to a desired location, the electrical system was responsible for 

receiving the motion plan or trajectory from the master controller or information technol-

ogy system. The vehicle’s mechanical design included a variety of parts that were respon-

sible for transporting the cargo to the desired location. 
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The AGV was arranged in a DM, composed of 50 components, and separated into 3 

levels to specify each DP, FR, and their interactions. The DM showed how each layer’s 

attributes related to one another (mechanical, electrical, and information technology). As 

illustrated in Figure 12 and Table 2, the details of the decomposed AGV component were 

defined by the mechanical layer (m-DPs and m-FRs), the electrical layer (e-DPs and e-

FRs), and the information technology layer (it-DPs and it-FRs). 

Then, the DMs were converted to DSMs. The relationship between the components’ 

layers was determined by the I-DSMs, in which “1” means that a relationship exists be-

tween the design parameters, and blank means that there is no relation, as shown in Fig-

ure 13. 

Each layer’s FRs and DPs were constructed in order to demonstrate the AGV model. 

The DM and DSM both captured the links between DPs and FRs, as well as the relation-

ships between DPs. As mentioned above, the I-DSMs were utilized to comprehend how 

the AGV, the electronic components, and the program statement of the AGV interacted. 

Attachment, spatial, power, communication, control, transfer, and field interface types 

were all created, as well as their relationships with the component’s layers. Table 3 shows 

the type of interface index for each interaction between components, which had 81 link-

ages. 

Electrical layer

Information technology layer
- Movement statement
- Safety statement
- Detection Path statement
- etc.

Battery

Power Board

PLC

Touch Screen Analog Output

Digital I/O 
Board

Magnetic 
Sensor

Obstacle 
Sensor

Button

Steering Lamp

Alarm

Bumper

Buzzer

Motor Drive 
Board

Motor Drive

Mechanical layer

 

Figure 12. Automatic guided vehicle (AGV) model and mechatronic system. 

Table 2. Division of components. 

No.  Component Name No.  Component Name No.  Component Name 

1. Top plate 18. Bearing nuts  35. Digital I/O board 

2. Side plate 19. C-ring  36. Analog output 

3. Wheel bushing 20. Washer 37. Touch screen 

4. Magnetic guide mounting 21. Chassis base 38. Magnetic sensors 

5. Rib support 22. Side cover 39. Motor drive controller 

6. Washer lock bush 23. Rear-wheel mounting 40. Obstacle avoidance sensors 

7. Bottom plate 24. Front cover 41. Buttons 

8. Wheel 25. Upper front cover 42. Steering lamp 

9. Wheel outer 26. Rear cover 43. Alarm sensors 

10. Key 27. Upper rear cover 44. Bumper switch 

11. Bush rotor 28. Middle top cover 45. Buzzer 

12. Bearing housing 29. Front-wheel mounting 46. Motor 

13. End cap 30. Sensor mounting 47. Master controller 

14. Rotor mounting 31. Bumper set 48 sm_Movement 
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15. Stopper rotation 32. Battery mounting 49 sm_Safety 

16. Stopper cap 33. Battery 50 sm_Detection Path 

17. Angel bearing  34. Power board   

Mechanical layer: component numbers 1–32; electrical layer: component numbers 33–47; infor-

mation technology layer: component numbers 48–50 (sm: program statement). 

 

Figure 13. Design matrix of AGV. 

Table 3. The type of interface index. 

No. 
Component Relationships Type of Interface Total Weight  

Interface 
Level of Interface WCS 

Source Target A S P C T F 

1 2 1 4 1     5 2 10 

2 3 46  1     1 1 1 

3 4 1 2 1     3 2 6 

4 5 1 2 1     3 2 6 

5 5 2 2 1     3 2 6 

6 6 3 1      1 1 1 

7 7 2 2 1     3 2 6 

8 8 3 6 1   1  8 3 24 

9 9 8  1   1  2 2 4 

10 10 3  1   1  2 2 4 …
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

…
 

73 46 3  1   1  2 2 4 

74 46 7  1     1 1 1 

75 46 39   1 1   2 2 4 

76 47 21 4 1     5 2 10 

77 47 35    1   1 1 1 

78 47 36    1   1 1 1 

79 48 47    1   1 1 1 

80 49 47    1   1 1 1 

81 50 47    1   1 1 1 

As previously mentioned, this work was carefully performed by detecting the com-

ponent’s relationships with the interface type and analyzing the design dependencies for 
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components’ connections in the I-DSMs. The WCS method was used to assess the strength 

of the relationships between components. For example, the m-DP2 was connected to the 

m-DP1, and the interface type was attachment and spatial. As a result, the overall weight 

was 5, the level of interaction was 2, and the WCS was 10. The m-DP21 and m-DP24 had 

three interface types, i.e., attachment, spatial, and transfer, with a WCS of 18. The overall 

weighted I-DSM is shown in Figure 14. 

 

Figure 14. WCS of interface relationship between components. 

4.2. Evaluation of Change Propagation Path  

According to the previously mentioned network theory, the AGV model’s network 

was implemented on a computer using MATLAB (R2022a). The networks were con-

structed with the I-DSMs in view. Consider the WCS association, which includes the node 

interface. To describe the directed graph, which contains the direction edges linking the 

nodes, the nodes in this network followed the components’ relationships, as given in Table 

3. Each edge represents a one-way relationship with the WCS, also known as a directed 

weighted graph. As a result, the network represented in Figure 15 was created using the 

components connected to the node (source and target). 

 

Figure 15. Network of AGV model. 
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By adopting the breadth-first search (BFS), which was used to identify the shortest 

path between the access nodes, the method for searching the change propagation path 

was created. A graph or a tree data structure was traversed using the BFS algorithm. The 

first changes in this network matched every node, as seen in Figure 16, which shows 50 

alteration propagation routes. 

 

Figure 16. The change propagation path of all start nodes and their members. 

Figure 15 illustrates the network of the AGV model, and Figure 16 illustrates the 

search path of every node. Components 1, 2, 3, 14, 20, 21, 22, 35, 39, and 42 were classified 

as the absorb change nodes, components 20 and 42 belonged to the carry change nodes, 

and the remaining nodes of this network were multiplier change nodes, as shown in Table 

4. 

The NCR, CMNR, and CMR of all propagation paths were calculated with Equations 

(8)–(11). The results are shown in Table 5. 

The optimal paths were ranked after obtaining the standardized score calculated by 

using Equations (12)–(24). . Each change propagation path’s standardized score and rank-

ing are shown in Table 6. 

Table 4. In-degree, out-degree, and CPI of each node in the network model. 

Part No. In-Degree Out-Degree CPI Part No. In-Degree Out-Degree CPI Part No. In-Degree Out-Degree CPI 

1. 34 0 −1.000 18. 0 2 1.000 35. 7 6 −0.077 

2. 22 10 −0.375 19. 0 2 1.000 36. 2 4 0.333 

3. 33 1 −0.941 20. 1 1 0.000 37. 1 2 0.333 

4. 2 6 0.500 21. 125 18 −0.748 38. 1 3 0.500 

5. 0 12 1.000 22. 28 20 −0.167 39. 7 2 −0.556 

6. 0 1 1.000 23. 0 10 1.000 40. 0 2 1.000 

7. 1 6 0.714 24. 18 20 0.053 41. 0 2 1.000 

8. 4 24 0.714 25. 13 24 0.297 42. 1 1 0.000 

9. 0 4 1.000 26. 0 14 1.000 43. 0 2 1.000 

10. 0 4 1.000 27. 0 10 1.000 44. 0 8 1.000 

11. 7 18 0.440 28. 0 18 1.000 45. 1 6 0.714 

12. 2 10 0.667 29. 0 10 1.000 46. 1 19 0.900 

13. 0 2 1.000 30. 1 6 0.714 47. 7 12 0.263 

Start Node

1

2 1

3 46 2 7 39 1 21 14

4 1

5 1 2

6 3 46 2 7 39 1 21 14

7 2 1

8 3 46 2 7 39 1 21 14

9 8 3 46 2 7 39 1 21 14

10 3 46 2 7 39 1 21 14

11 14

12 1

13 11 17 14 12 1

14

15 14

16 1

17 11 12 14 1

18 11 20 14

19 12 17 1 11 14

20 11 14

21 14

22 21 14

23 21 14

24 21 25 14 22

25 22 24 21 14

26 22 21 14

27 21 14

28 21 14

29 21 14

30 24 21 25 14 22

31 21 24 14 25 22

32 21 14

33 32 34 21 35 36 37 38 39 47 14 42 45 25 4 22 24 1

34 21 35 36 37 38 39 47 14 42 45 25 4 22 24 1

35 21 39 42 45 47 14 25 36 22 24

36 21 39 47 14 35 42 45 25 22 24

37 25 47 22 24 21 35 36 14 39 42 45

38 4 35 1 21 39 42 45 47 14 25 36 22 24

39 21 14

40 30 35 24 21 39 42 45 47 25 14 36 22

41 25 35 22 24 21 39 42 45 47 14 36

42 25 22 24 21 14

43 21 35 14 39 42 45 47 25 36 22 24

44 21 24 35 14 25 39 42 45 47 22 36

45 21 14

46 2 3 7 39 1 21 14

47 21 35 36 14 39 42 45 25 22 24

48 47 21 35 36 14 39 42 45 25 22 24

49 47 21 35 36 14 39 42 45 25 22 24

50 47 21 35 36 14 39 42 45 25 22 24
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14. 40 0 −1.000 31. 0 7 1.000 48 0 1 1.000 

15. 0 4 1.000 32. 1 6 0.714 49 0 1 1.000 

16. 0 2 1.000 33. 0 2 1.000 50 0 1 1.000 

17. 2 5 0.429 34. 1 12 0.846     

Table 5. Values of NCR, CMNR, and CMR of all propagation paths. 

Path No. NCR CMNR CMR Path No. NCR CMNR CMR Path No. NCR CMNR CMR 

1 0.006 −1.000 0.238 18 0.044 0.250 0.483 35 0.132 −0.007 2.531 

2 0.019 −0.188 0.462 19 0.069 0.167 0.839 36 0.132 0.030 2.531 

3 0.094 −0.118 2.231 20 0.031 0.000 0.469 37 0.145 0.028 2.552 

4 0.019 0.250 0.294 21 0.019 −0.374 1.280 38 0.170 0.036 2.853 

5 0.031 0.333 0.545 22 0.031 −0.056 1.615 39 0.031 −0.185 1.343 

6 0.107 0.111 2.238 23 0.031 0.333 1.350 40 0.157 0.077 2.594 

7 0.031 0.238 0.510 24 0.057 0.011 2.140 41 0.145 0.083 2.545 

8 0.107 0.079 2.427 25 0.057 0.059 2.140 42 0.069 0.000 2.154 

9 0.119 0.100 2.455 26 0.044 0.250 1.713 43 0.145 0.083 2.545 

10 0.107 0.111 2.259 27 0.031 0.333 1.350 44 0.145 0.083 2.587 

11 0.019 0.220 0.455 28 0.031 0.333 1.406 45 0.031 0.238 1.329 

12 0.019 0.333 0.322 29 0.031 0.333 1.350 46 0.094 0.113 2.231 

13 0.069 0.167 0.839 30 0.069 0.119 2.189 47 0.132 0.024 2.531 

14 0.006 −1.000 0.280 31 0.069 0.167 2.189 48 0.145 0.083 2.538 

15 0.019 0.500 0.308 32 0.031 0.238 1.329 49 0.145 0.083 2.538 

16 0.019 0.500 0.252 33 0.220 0.056 3.028 50 0.145 0.083 2.538 

17 0.057 0.086 0.825 34 0.195 0.053 2.965     

Table 6. List of the standardized scores (EWM and TOPSIS) and ranking of the change propagation 

path. 

Path No. 
Standardized 

Score 
Rank Path No. Standardized Score Rank Path No. Standardized Score Rank 

1 0.000 50 18 0.238 43 35 0.802 14 

2 0.172 48 19 0.297 36 36 0.805 12 

3 0.700 22 20 0.201 47 37 0.812 11 

4 0.217 46 21 0.377 35 38 0.890 3 

5 0.258 39 22 0.506 27 39 0.410 34 

6 0.719 18 23 0.449 29 40 0.829 4 

7 0.240 42 24 0.680 25 41 0.815 6 

8 0.777 16 25 0.683 24 42 0.684 23 

9 0.787 15 26 0.556 26 43 0.815 6 

10 0.725 17 27 0.449 29 44 0.827 5 

11 0.230 45 28 0.466 28 45 0.436 32 

12 0.230 44 29 0.449 29 46 0.716 19 

13 0.297 36 30 0.703 21 47 0.805 13 

14 0.014 49 31 0.705 20 48 0.813 8 

15 0.251 40 32 0.436 32 49 0.813 8 

16 0.246 41 33 0.914 1 50 0.813 8 

17 0.284 38 34 0.910 2    

The case study’s underlying premises, as shown in Table 6, indicate that component 

33 (standardized score: 0.914) performed the highest among all the change propagation 

routes. The optimal path was compared with two more inferior alternatives, component 

34 (rank 2; standardized score 0.909) and component 38 (rank 3; standardized score 0.890), 

as illustrated in Figure 17. 

Compared with components 33 and 34 (rank 1 and 2), an extra the different change 

path included components 32, 21, and 14 (battery mounting, chassis base, and rotor 

mounting). The chassis (component 21) is a very important part of an AGV, and its 
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working performance profoundly influences the AGV’s operational load-bearing capacity 

and the installation of its support parts. The rotor mounting (component 14) element con-

nects the chassis and the motor drive module, which is an important part of the movement 

of the AGV. Therefore, to avoid the challenges and risks of reacting to requirement 

changes throughout the design phase, these key features should not be changed. 

Notably, every component in the change propagation path for ranks 1–3 was the 

same; the only component that differed from the others was component 32 (battery 

mounting) in rank 1. Additionally, although the propagation sequence could be different 

when component 33 was altered, another change propagation path still covered the orig-

inal sequence. 

The comparison of the change propagation path with different initial components is 

illustrated in Figure 18. Considering the change propagation path in the information tech-

nology layer, when they changed, rank 8 had a standardized score of 0.813 and was com-

posed of the initial components 48, 49, and 50. These findings indicated that changes in 

information technology (programming) could impact the electrical and mechanical sys-

tems. Component 47 was affected, and lower-level fragments were transferred, as shown 

in component 48. Additionally, as depicted in the table, the component’s interface type 

can be examined retrospectively. In the same way, ranks 15 to 17 (component 9, 8, 10) 

started with the mechanical layer’s change node that affected the electrical layer but not 

the information technology layer, as illustrated in Figure 18.  

In summary, the methodology used to choose this case study’s most appropriate 

course of action is significant. In addition, it offers guidelines for designers to use when 

deciding which changes to make during the redesign process. 
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Figure 17. Comparison of component paths 33, 34, and 38. 
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Figure 18. The initial component in other layers of the change propagation path. 

4.3. Analyzing the Results and Discussion 

4.3.1. Analyzing the Results 

As mentioned in Sections 4.1 and 4.2, several methods were applied in this research. 

The effectiveness of many applications was analyzed, revealing our work’s reasonable 

application in practice. The reverse zigzagging approach adapted from [1] was used in the 

analysis of the existing design stage to break down the current design of a mechatronic 

product and to reflect the technique of a descending order for the product structure and 

design hierarchy to the lowest level by applying AD (in the case of an AGV). The findings 

revealed three layers of multidisciplinary relationships between DPs and FRs at their fun-

damental level (mechanical, electrical, and information technology). Although this mod-

eling technique does not depend on the designer’s knowledge, it does result in a high 

workload for the designer if the existing design or product has more components. 

Thus, to ascertain the relationships between components utilizing the same function, 

many authors [17, 22, 23] have proposed a transformation design matrix into DSM. The 

outcomes are displayed in Figure 13. The outcomes are displayed in the DSM, which in-

cludes three layers’ DPs (m-DP, e-DP, and it-DP), and the interrelation among them is 

indicated with an index (“1” indicates relations). Furthermore, the DSM defines the types 

of interaction (spatial, energy, information, and material). Adopting this feature from [26], 

we expanded the categories of interaction to six (attachment, spatial, power, control and 

communication, transfer, and field). At this time, we found that the interrelation of mem-

bers had a significant association with the attachment type, because most components are 

required to be installed in a specific area. Meanwhile, the other types had a single relation, 

as shown in Table 3. After evaluating the components’ relationships, the types of interface 

index produced were calculated using WCS to create a weighted matrix (I-DSM). 

An AGV network was built, and the BFS was used to determine the change propa-

gation paths, as shown in Figure 16. The outcome revealed the elements of the propaga-

tion paths involved in changes in every component when propagation occurred. Design-

ers can still assess activities in the redesign process using change propagation paths. How-

ever, these are not sufficient. The qualification of the changing workload is crucial in de-

termining what the change path should consider first. According to Tables 4 and 5, the 

three indications that compose the changing workload—the network change rate, the 

change magnification node rate, and the change magnification rate—were determined 

from the change propagation path. Then, EM–TOPSIS [29] was used to obtain the 
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changing workload for calculation. Table 6 displays the results. The path numbers were 

ranked based on a standardized score, which allowed the designer to perform preliminary 

supervision of the activities before starting the redesign process. 

4.3.2. Discussion 

The major topics of discussion and analysis in this section are modeling and evalua-

tion. By comparing our method with other research approaches, the modeling aspect 

demonstrates how the current design was converted into information data. The purpose 

of the assessment aspect is to confirm the benefits of the suggested EM–TOPSIS when 

considering the most effective change propagation path. 

Compared with two previous studies [1, 22], in terms of modeling efficiency, the 

modeling approach suggested in this study to analyze the information data in an original 

design provides a number of advantages. Due to the interconnections of the analyzed 

components, it is comparatively less difficult. Additionally, the consistency of the model-

ing developed using AD, DSM, and WCS does not require the involvement of experts, 

and the inaccuracies resulting from manual modeling by an assessor (designer), such as 

missing and erroneously filled information data, cannot be entirely avoided. 

The BFS algorithm and EM–TOPSIS were used to analyze the change propagation 

impact and reflect the change propagation path, which is the most critical component of 

all mechatronic systems. This work employed techniques that help to locate the ideal so-

lution, which can be compared with other studies [27, 29, 33]. These arguments showed 

that a designer can independently manage changes in design because the methods do not 

necessitate an expert to be involved in the evaluation step. The optimal change propaga-

tion path was demonstrated when the change initiated to a single component impacted 

the entire system. However, the cost and time were not included during the investigation 

of the impact of the design change procedure, as we mainly focused on the engineering 

changes. 

5. Conclusions and Future Work 

In this research, network theory was used to identify change propagation paths. A 

methodology was established to provide DMs, with a clear and simple framework for 

decision making during the redesign process. A list of the impacted components and the 

preferred sequence of propagation routes may be produced using this technique, which 

also enables the use of DMs to correctly and realistically estimate the changing workload. 

The complicated structure of an I-DSM may also be fully described by DMs using this 

tool. 

Using axiomatic design and the design structure matrix throughout the redesign pro-

cess allowed for the identification of the interface type by emphasizing the DPs, FRs, and 

their connections. Significantly, the interface type of the component will influence the cus-

tomer's demand and means that the product must be adjusted to meet the new criteria, 

such as upgrading to new technology, increasing capacity, improving its efficiency, etc. 

Additionally, components with several functions must be developed by considering the 

existing components’ relationships and how they affect the upgrading of new compo-

nents. 

Figure 17 displays the outcomes of the search path. By applying the BFS algorithm 

from the AGV model’s network, the path of every node in all networks was revealed ac-

cording to the changing workload of the optimal path. The weight evaluation (EWM and 

TOPSIS) of the “network change rate (NCR)”, the “change magnification node rate 

(CMNR)”, and the “change magnification rate (CMR)” comprised the “changing work-

load”. The NCR is quantified as the propagation scale. The CMNR is quantified as the 

degree of CPI, and CMNR is quantified as the degree of nodes in the change path. The 

optimum change propagation scheme for an existing design can only be identified by de-

sign change propagation routing, as shown by comparing the optimal paths in Table 6. 
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This knowledge can help product designers to select the appropriate change dissem-

ination strategy. However, it is still unable to optimize and enhance the elements that have 

a detrimental effect on the impact of change propagation in an existing design. Addition-

ally, the data for the indicators in the methods suggested in this study were directly de-

rived from the network model of the current architecture. They were independent of the 

designer’s expertise. 

In future work, we will refine and develop the methodology from this research and 

apply this methodology to assess an industrial mechatronic product. The relationship be-

tween components can provide a significant amount of information when applying cut-

ting-edge data mining technology. Additionally, in this methodology, other elements still 

need to be determined to appropriately analyze the change components. In addition, the 

algorithm used to extract the information data of the design product should be considered 

in analyzing the relationships between the existing designs for quicker evaluation times, 

such as the algorithm for the extraction of the information data of a product’s 3D model, 

which was introduced in [35]. Additionally, the evaluation procedure should consider the 

cost and time data. 
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